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Summary. This paper formulates a model of commodity money that circulates by tale, and applies it to a variety of situations, some of which seem to
confirm, and others to contradict, 'Gresham's Law'. We analyze how debasements could prompt decisions of citizens voluntarily to participate in
recoinages that subjected them to seigniorage taxes.
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1 Introduction

For hundreds of years, supplies of coins in Europe emerged, via a curious
mechanism, from voluntary decisions of owners of old coins and bullion to
exchange them at mints for new coins. Mints were sometimes private enterprises, licensed to produce on demand a list of coins whose design and
fineness was specified by the sovereign. Citizens were free to take metal to the
mint' to purchase newly minted coins, often bearing less rare metal than was
surrendered for them. Private mints covered their costs, which included a
per-coin seigniorage tax. Under this mechanism, rates of coinage, and
therefore also seigniorage revenues, fiuctuated over time, with low rates of
minting often being accompanied by complaints about shortages of small
denomination coins, as well as physical depreciation of the currency.

* We thank George Evans, JoAnna Gray, Alberto Ramos, Angela Redish, Arthur Rolnick,
Francois Velde, Neil Wallace, Warren Weber, and Michael Woodford for helpful comments. We
thank two referees for suggesting several important clarifications and improvements. Sargent's
research was supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation to the National
Bureau of Economic Research.
' Even when mints were govemment operated, the government typically had no power to compel
agents to engage in coinage.
Correspondence to: T. J. Sargent
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A debasement was a respecification of the list of coins which could be
produced, with the rare metal content (the fineness) of coins of each nominal
value being reduced. Acts of debasement generated revenues for the sovereign only when they prompted voluntary increases in demand for newly
minted coins. As revenue raising devices, debasements often 'worked,' being
followed by spurts in minting. It seems a puzzle that debasements should
have provoked voluntary decisions of owners of metal to line up to pay
seigniorage taxes by surrendering more substantial coins for less; it certainly
is a puzzle if we use a model of the demand for money in which coins
circulated by weight.^
In this paper, we use a model in which coins circulate by face value or tale
to explain this behavior. Modelling circulation by tale elucidates this 'debasement puzzle' (a phrase of Rolnick, Weber, and Velde) as well as various
doctrines in monetary economics involving Gresham's Law (or, as we shall
see, Laws) and the quantity theory of money. A 'small country' version of
our model has coins circulating by tale domestically and by weight internationally, an interpretation that agrees with the descriptions of Smith [27],
Fisher [12], and Jevons [17].^
A system of commodity money in which coins are valued by tale occupies
intermediate ground between a fiat money system and one where coins are
valued according to their weight. The array of devices that support the value
of a fiat currency are also available to push the value of a commodity money
above that of the metals that compose it. This observation raises the possibility that under-weight coins could at times bear values high enough to
coexist with full-weight coins. The issue of whether and when under-weight
coins drive out full weight coins propels us into the thicket of doctrines
occupied by Gresham's Law.
We adapt Lucas's [18] cash-in-advance model to our task by altering the
conditions of money creation to capture key features of the minting process.''
Lucas studied a situation in which cash was created by government fiat and
supplied via a particular class of government fiscal policies. We replace
Lucas's model of supply with a mechanism that makes the supply of money
endogenous, including: (a) a technology for minting and melting coins,^ (b) a
^ Rolnick, Velde, and Weber [23] summarize a set of observations from medieval monetary
regimes which are " . . . all consistent with the following stylized fact; large debasements are
accompanied by unusually large minting volumes that yield unusually large revenues for the
sovereign." (p. 1) They frame as a puzzle the fact that large debasements attracted voluntary
deliveries of metal to the mints, while small ones often did not.
'Fisher [12] argued that Gresham's law(s) apply in domestic, but not in international,
transactions because of domestic legal tender laws. Our formulation allows us to evaluate this
argument. Velde, Weber, and Wright [28] create a model yielding some phenomena associated
with Gresham's Law. Their analysis is not based on the presence of any legal tender provisions.
•* Other models of commodity monies are by Cass and Yaari [3], Barro [1], Sargent and Wallace
[24], and Fischer [11].
' On the small country interpretation, these technologies can be regarded as the exchange of
metal for goods in international markets at competitive prices.
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model of the physical depreciation of coins; and (c) a set of rules for minting
new coins that follow the mechanism described above. After we invest in
setting up these features, the main properties of our model flow easily from
manipulating a profit function: 'no arbitrage' conditions force the price level
to inhabit a particular interval of values, and impose sharp restrictions on the
covariation of the price level with rates of minting and melting coins. After
deducing these restrictions, we construct a variety of examples to display the
sorts of equilibria our 'curious mechanism' might call forth. Among these are
equilibria in which debasements prompt voluntary surges in recoining and
seigniorage revenues, as well as equilibria that conform to - or violate various versions of Gresham's Law and the quantity theory of money.
The paper is organized as follows. The remainder of this introduction
describes some historical observations, and how various doctrines about
Gresham's Law evolved to confront them. Section 2 describes a basic
monometallic version of our model, and derives the key arbitrage and other
equilibrium conditions. Section 3 describes a variety of sample equilibria for
the monometallic model designed to be consistent with stylized versions of
some of the historical patterns we report. Section 4 briefly takes up a bimetallic version of the model, while Section 5 summarizes and announces our
hopes for its future applications. Before diving into our calculations, it is
useful to devote a few paragraphs to various versions of Gresham's Laws and
the events that inspired their formulation.
Gresham's laws and their obverses^

Gresham's Law occurs in various forms depending on the particular objects
that are identified as bad and good money.^ In bimetallic settings 'bad' has
meant money overvalued at the mint - say gold (or silver) - and 'good' is
money undervalued at the mint - say silver (or gold). In mono-metallic
settings, 'bad' has been taken to be under-weight coins and 'good' to be fullweight coins. Such a taxonomy of Gresham's Laws was presented by Fisher
[12] and Jevons [17]. Fisher traced scientific formulations of Gresham's Law
back to Bishop Oresme and Copernicus, and recounted a clear statement of
an under-weight coins version in Aristophanes' Frogs.
To compound confusion, versions of Gresham's Law have sometimes
and somewhere seemed to apply, but at other times and elsewhere to be
contradicted. Thus, bimetallic monetary systems often went through periods when only one type of money was coined and the other was 'shipped

* The American Heritage Dictionary defines the noun obverse as: 1. The side of a coin or medal
that bears the principal stamp or design. 2. A counterpart or complement.
' See de Roover ([9], especially page 93) for an account of Thomas Gresham's own views about
his Law.
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out' (or melted),^ episodes that seem to confirm a version of Gresham's
law.' But we know of other times'*' when two metals coexisted as money,
to be followed by episodes in which only a single metal functioned as
money. Moreover, these transitions from multiple to single metallic currencies did not always seem to be accompanied by changes in mint prices,
in the way that Gresham's law would suggest. Our model economy can
account for these events by displaying cycles in the monetary functions of
different metals, even though the relative intrinsic (and legal) values of the
different metals remain constant forever.
Within mono-metallic regimes, many periods saw under-weight coins
circulating side-by-side (and at par) with coins of greater intrinsic value,
contradicting another version of Gresham's law."''^ This situation preoccupied Jevons [17]. Jevons deplored the fact that 'in England at the present
day the force of habit . . . lead[s] to the depreciation of our gold standard
coinage by abrasion . . . . Every standard coin thus tends to degenerate into a
token coin.' (p. 82) Jevons asked 'how long shall we in England allow our
gold coinage to degenerate in weight?' (p. viii) Moreover, this feature of the
monetary system that so concerned Jevons had persisted for some time.
National concern about the underweight British coinage had engaged Locke,
Lowndes, and Newton in discussions of alternative remedies shortly after the
Glorious Revolution of 1688 (see Horsefield [16], pp. 49-51).
Jevons ([17], p. 110) tried to reconcile some of these confiicting observations by positing that Gresham's Law applies to full-weight, but not
under-weight coins. Our model depicts some conditions under which Jevons
is correct, but also different conditions under which Gresham's Law applies
both to full-weight and to under-weight coins, or not at all.'^
* One example is the U.S. before the 1850s. See Carothers [2]. Cipolla ([6], pp. 33-35) describes
examples in the Florentine context.
'Jevons ([17], p. 100) thought that under a bimetallic system 'the currency will tend to become
composed alternately of one or the other metal, and money-changers will make a profit out of
the conversion.' This situation has prompted an inference that bimetallic standards served no
purpose, because they tended to be de facto mono-metallic standards (Redish [20]). Some have
argued that the existence of a bimetallic standard can reduce the extent of price level fluctuations
(Jevons ([17], p. 135-6), Friedman [13], Oppers [19].
'"See. Cipolla ([6], p. 17) for one example. We recommend Cipolla [5] for general observations
about commodity monies.
"This circumstance has even been observed when an over-weight coin was minted with the
intention that it should be shipped abroad. See Rolnick and Weber's [22] account of the U.S.
'trade dollar' of the late 19th century.
'^ In 1692, John Locke described a possible equilibrium in which under-weight money 'tis easily
changed into weighty Money,' and that to the holder of currency "it is all one to him whether he
received his Money in clip'd Money, or no, so it be all current.' This quotation is from John
Locke, Some considerations ofthe Consequences ofthe lowering of Interest, and raising the value of
Money, 1692; quoted by J. Keith Horsefield. [16], p. 59.
'^A new paper by Greenfield and Rockoff [15] describes a variety of episodes in 19th century
U.S. monetary history which they cite as evidence of circulation by tale.
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We also use our model to study the operation of the quantity theory
under a commodity money (fixed exchange rate) system. According to
Friedman and Schwartz ([14], pp. 89-90):
Under a gold standard with fixed exchange rates, . . . the stock of
money is ultimately a dependent factor controlled primarily by external
infiuences. . . .
The major channel of influence is from the fixed rates of exchange with
other currencies through the balance of payments to the stock of
money, thence to the level of internal prices that is consistent with those
exchange rates.
Yet Friedman and Schwartz often discuss relative movements in real income
and the stock of money during times when the U.S. was on a gold standard,
and use these movements to explain the behavior of the U.S. price level. They
justify such an analysis by arguing that "there was some leeway in short
periods," (p. 683) so that closed economy versions of the quantity theory whereby movements in the money supply relative to real income influence the
price level - can be applied.
When do various versions of the quantity theory apply under commodity
money systems? Cipolla [6] told of a string of episodes exhibiting cycles of
coining, melting, and of re-coining the same metal in 14th century Florence,
including one called 'the aflair of the quattrini'. The coinings and meltings
were associated with puzzling behavior of currency values, however. Thus,
Cipolla (p. 48-51) described a flurry of mint activity in Florence during the
years 1348-1351. Over these years, the money supply presumably expanded
rapidly. Yet the value of the currency coined 'remained stable . . . until 1350.'
Minting ended abruptly in 1351, and currency values did not erode much
until about 1355. So it seems that currency did not fall in value until the
cycle of coining was complete. Similarly, Cipolla reported heavy minting of a
coin called the quattrino over a period 1372-5. Depreciation of this coin on a
systematic basis was not observed until at least 1374. Finally, in 1381,
quattrini were melted in massive quantities. Yet this melting did not increase
the value of the currency; according to Cipolla (p. 84) 'on the basis of the
only data at our disposal, it is difficult to explain the paradox.'''* Here
Cipolla is questioning why closed economy versions of the quantity theory
do not apply, as well as the timing of money and price level movements (the
existence of 'long and variable lags'). Our model is consistent with Cipolla's
observations, and asserts that a rise in currency values should not have been
observed until the melting phase was finished. We can, therefore, explain not
only the failure of the quantity theory to apply to this episode, but also the
timing of price level movements relative to the behavior of the money
supply.

'''Cipolla conjectured an inflow of foreign currency, but adduces no data to support his
conjecture.
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That our model lets under-weight coins circulate at face value allows us to
study other historical puzzles. Davis and Hughes [8] observed that dollarsterling exchange rates rarely respected the bands implied by legal valuations
of respective currencies and shipping costs in the first three quarters of the
19th century. Our analysis suggests that the importance of under-weight
coins during much of this period (Carothers [2]) can potentially account for
such an observation.
2 A mono-metallic economy
Preferences and technology
The economy consists of a set of identical, infinitely-lived households. In
each period ; > 1, a representative household is endowed with t,,>0 units of
a single consumption good. Letting c, denote date t consumption, the
household's lifetime utility is given by
oo

i?e(o,i),

(1)

where i; is an increasing, concave function. We impose the following Inada
condition:
hm v'{ct) = -foo.
(2)
All money consists of silver coins, called 'dollars', which are minted or
melted at the discretion of private citizens, under rules of minting set forth by
the government. Coins assume one of two conditions, 'full-weight' and
'under-weight.' Under-weight coins have a fraction a e (0,1) of the silver
content of full-weight coins. Full-weight coins are produced when people
bring silver to the mint. Under-weight coins are created when full-weight
coins depreciate. The government sets a mint price in the form of a parameter
bs, whose units are ounces of silver per full-weight dollar. Only full-weight
dollars can be minted. We let n, denote the rate of minting of full-weight
dollars; p!, the rate of melting of full-weight dollars; and /i" the rate of
melting of under-weight dollars. Let / , denote the stock of full-weight dollars, and u, the stock of under-weight dollars. Each of the variables
n,,i4,M",ft,u, is measured in nominal terms. We assume the laws of motion
/ , = df,i
+n,-f4
u, = u,^, + {I 5)f

i

Thus, full-weight coins depreciate at the rate of (1 - 5), but under-weight
coins don't depreciate.'^
'^ This simplifying assumption is made to keep the state of the economy of small dimension; all
coins are either full-weight or under-weight. Under constant proportional depreciation, it would
be necessary to keep track of the vintage structure of the currency.
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The rates of new coinage and melting are subject to the constraints
n, > 0
^ft-x > /if > 0
M,_, -f (1 - ,5)/,_, >n",>Q.

(4)

We assume that coins circulate according to their face values, so that 'a
dollar is a dollar.' Then the money supply carried from ? to / + 1 is
m,=f, + u,.
(5)
Equations (3) and (5) give the law of motion for the money supply
m, = m,-\ -Vnt- i/, - n".

(6)

Government

To address the historical observations on seigniorage fiuctuations, we posit
that the government imposes a seigniorage fee in the amount (T«,, where
(T > 0. The government's budget constraint at time t is
an,

=pigi,

where g, is government purchases of goods at t. Because n, is endogenous, so
are the amounts of seigniorage and government purchases.
Feasibility

There is a reversible linear technology for converting the consumption good
into silver: it yields (j)^ ounces of silver per unit of the consumption good.'^
For the present, we assume that silver in the form of coins is the only
commodity that can be carried between periods.'^ The ratio y = (j)Jbs describes the number of dollars to be obtained by converting a unit of the
consumption good into silver, and then having the silver coined. In addition,
there is an irreversible technology for converting under-weight coins into
consumption goods. Upon being melted, an under-weight dollar yields y-'a
units of the consumption good.'^
There is an exogenous endowment sequence {<^JJ^i of the consumption
good, which together with the proceeds from melting coins, can be allocated
between consumption and new coinage. The resource constraint is

c, +fif,+ r'«r <^, + y " ' / + arVr-

(7)

" O n a 'small country' interpretation, (f)^ is the world price of consumption goods relative to
silver.
" Later we shall describe a version of the model in which raw silver can be stored too.
'* We have just described a closed economy. We can also interpret it as a small open economy
that can import or export specie in exchange for commodities at a constant world price. Under
this interpretation, coins pass according to their face value in domestic transactions and
according to weight in international transactions. Fisher [12] and Jevons [17] assert that this was
the typical practice when they wrote. Fisher attributed this situation to the force of domestic
legal tender laws. Also see Smith ([27] Book 1, chapter 5).
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Within period timing
We adapt the usual (see Lucas [18]) shopper-worker decomposition of the
household to support the following within-period timing of events at /. We
use a small country interpretation of the 'technology' for transforming
consumption goods from and into silver. First, a household-owned firm receives consumption goods in the form of an endowment ^, and net imports of
y~\i4 + of-ti" - «()• Second, the shopper uses the stock of money /«,_i carried
over from t - \, which at the beginning of t is composed of (5/,_i full-weight
dollars and M,_I -I- (1 — (5)/r_i underweight dollars, to purchase consumption
goods from the firm. The firm must accept under-weight dollars at par with
full-weight dollars, and cannot discriminate between the two in transactions.
Third, the firm melts and mints dollars at rates ^",f4,n,, and uses the net
proceeds of metal to settle its import account. The firm pays taxes of an,
dollars to the government, which immediately uses all of the proceeds to
purchase g, units ofthe consumption good from the firm." These operations
leave the firm holding no consumption goods and stocks of/, full-weight and
u, under-weight dollars. Fourth and finally, the firm pays its net nominal
proceeds m, =ft-\-u, to the 'worker.' The firm carries neither money nor
goods between periods. The household carries money between periods and
arrives at the start of period t + 1 with u,-\-(\- d)f, under-weight coins and
df, full-weight coins.
We have designed our model to be sensible so long as the cash-in-advance
constraint always binds, which renders the household indifferent about the
composition of its money holdings between full-weight and under-weight
coins. Were the constraint occasionally not to bind, the household would have
reason to care about the composition of its cash holdings. It would typically
prefer to hold under-weight coins, a feature that originates in the peculiar
depreciation technology we have assumed, which makes under-weight coins a
superior device for storing silver. Accordingly, we shall not study equilibria
where the cash-in-advance constraint occasionally fails to bind.
The firm
During period t, the firm sells to the 'shopper' goods consisting of the endowment S,,, and 'net imports' Im,\ Im, can be positive or negative, and
satisfies

Im, = y''\l4 +(xn" -n,).
The firm acquires net-imports in exchange for silver - at the 'world' rate of
exchange of silver for goods y. The firm chooses (n,,fi",f4) to maximize its
one-period profits n , = p,{^\ +Im,) + (n, - i4 - fi") - on,, where the firm
pays the seigniorage fee an, when n, > 0. Using the definition of Im,, we can
rewrite the firm's profits as
"Notice that the cash-in-advatice constraint applies neither to the government nor to
'importers'.
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- \)n", + (1 ~p,y-^ - G)n,.

(8)

The firm maximizes (8) subject to the non-negativity constraints (4). Constraints (4), along with the 'no-arbitrage principle' that in any equilibrium the
right-hand side of (8) must be bounded, implies the following equilibrium
conditions:
n, >0; =if p, >y{\ -a)
/^<<5/,_,; =if pt>y

(9a)
(9b)

Aif > 0; = if A < 7
(9c)
Hi > 0; = if A < y/a
(9d)
(1 - ^)/,_, + «,_i >/!)'; = if p, > ^ .
(9e)
ot
These conditions contain much of the information that we shall use to bound
the price level, and to characterize the covariation of the price level with
minting and melting decisions.
At the end of the period, the firm dispenses it profits FI, to the household
in the form of coins.
The household
Given wo,{n,}J^|, the household maximizes (1) subject to the cash-in-advance constraint^"
p,c,<m,-u

(10)

and the sequence of budget constraints
m, = Ut + {mi^i -p,ci)

\/t>l.

(11)

The household's problem induces the following 'Euler inequality':
^^'''_^,

<v'{ci)/p,;

and /n,_, >/7,c,,

(12)

with at least one equality obtaining. We focus on situations where the cashin-advance constraint is binding, meaning that the first inequality of (12)
holds strictly.
The Inada condition implies that c, > 0, which in conjunction with
(12) implies that w, > 0 in any equilibrium. This will imply u, > 0, which
with (9e) implies that p, < ^. It then follows from (9) that the price level
satisfies
il-(j)y<P,<y/a.
(13)
In a small open economy, (13) restricts the price level to respect specie import
and export points. The inequalities in (9) limit the ways in which minting and
melting (or the importation and exportation of specie) can covary with
prices.

^'' This constraint embodies the timing conventions of Cooley and Hansen [7].
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Equilibrium
We use
Definition: Given a sequence {^,} and a pair of values (0^,^)^), an equilibrium
is a collection of sequences that satisfy equations (3)-(12).
This definition incorporates both market clearing and individual optimization.
The laws of motion for the stocks of coins (3) and the relations between
the price level and minting or melting activity (9) have several interesting
implications for the equilibrium outcomes that can be observed. The two sets
of relations by themselves delineate the following possibilities:
(a) Full-weight coins will be minted only if p, = y{l - a).
(b) If p, e ((1 - (T)y,y), no minting occurs but full-weight and under-weight
coins coexist, and no coins are melted.
(c) If;?, > y, all full-weight coins are melted {i4 = ^ft-\)- If 7 < A < y/o^i no
under-weight coins are melted.
(d) \f Pt = y/a, some under-weight coins might be melted.
The price level has a fioor ^(l —a), determined by the goods value of
newly minted coins and the seigniorage rate. It is profitable to mint coins if
the price level ever threatens to go below this level. The price level also has a
ceiling of y/a, enforced by the profitability of melting under-weight coins if
the price level were to rise above this value. There is room for the price level
to fiuctuate within the bands y{l - a) <Pt < I, so long as the quantities of
consumption, melting, and coinage covary with the price process in ways that
respect the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (9). With a < 1 or cr > 0, there is also
room for a closed economy version of the quantity theory to operate; in
particular, if the cash-in-advance
constraint is binding
and
p, € (7(1 -o-),y/a), a quantity-theory relation holds, with the price level
being proportional to the quantity of money brought into the period. ^'
3 Sampie equilibria
Various kinds of equilibria can be observed when coins pass by their face
values. To illustrate some of the possibilities, we construct several types of
equilibria.

^' Adam Smith ([27] Book 1, chapter 5) observed that a seigniorage fee would permit the value of
coins to exceed their extrinsic values as metals. To explain an excess value as coins over metal, he
also alluded to delivery delays at the mint which lifted the value of newly minted coins by a factor
to compensate for foregone interest. Smith interpreted an excesss value at home (where coins
circulated by tale) relative to abroad (where coins were valued by weight) as a force propelling
the eventual return of full-weight and under-weight coins that had been shipped abroad in times
of domestic stringency. Also see David Ricardo ([21], pp. 238-239).
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Our strategy for constructing equilibria is to guess a price level sequence
satisfying (13), then to find restrictions on endowment sequences such that
equations (3)-(9) and (12) are satisfied.^^ When a > 0, we construct the
following types of equilibria.
1. An 'anti-Gresham's Law' equilibrium in which p, = (I - o-)y for all t,
coins are never melted, and full-weight and under-weight coins coexist.
2. An equilibrium that displays features of the (closed economy version of
the) quantity theory of money, in which p, e ((1 -ff)y,y), for all t.
Gresham's Law does not hold.
3. An equilibrium in which p, e ((1 - CT)')',)'], and in which p, = y for one
date to. In this equilibrium, full weight coins are melted only at date founder-weight coins are never melted.
4. An equilibrium in which p, = y, the economy is never growing, and the
stock of full-weight coins is gradually melted.
5. An equilibrium that displays features of both Gresham's Law and the
(closed economy version of the) quantity theory of money, in which
p, £ (y, y/a.) for all t.
6. An equilibrium in which p, = y/a for all t, which displays features of
Gresham's Law.
7. A patching together of two equilibria designed to represent a hypothetical 'debasement experiment'. A carefully crafted debasement shifts an
initial equilibrium of type 6 into an equilibrium of type 1, leaves the price
level and consumption allocation unchanged, and raises revenues for the
government.
We also consider some equilibria in which a = 0.
8. An 'anti-Gresham's Law' equilibrium in which p, — y for all t, and fullweight and under-weight coins coexist.
9. A periodic equilibrium in which the price level fiuctuates between y and
y/a, with associated cycles of coining and melting.
10. An equilibrium with a temporary period of high price levels and sustained melting of under-weight coins, generated by a declining endowment.
Some calculations and proofs are relegated to the appendix.

^^ By starting with what is ordinarily regarded as a sequence of endogenous variables-prices-and
finding sequences of the exogenous and other endogenous variables that can support it in an
equilibrium, we are using a version of Sims's [25, 26] 'back-solving' algorithm. Another version
of this algorithm underlies the calculations of Diaz-Gimenez, Prescott, Fitzgerald, and
Alvarez [10].
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»

Y(l-o) Y

Y(l-a) Y

Y/a

Figure 1. A noninflationary debasement raises y from an initial value v to a terminal value y
satisfying v(l —<') = W- This debasement accompanies a price level that is constant atp, = y/a,
and raises revenue for the government.

Type 1 equilibrium: perpetual minting
In such an equilibrium, endowment growth causes continued growth in
consumption and the money supply. The price level is stuck at its lower
bound. This equilibrium has^^
p, = y(l - 0-)
c, = i,-i,

t>2

n, = y{\ - a){^, - c,) > 0, / > 1
p,g, = (Tn,>0,

t>\.

Sufficient conditions for such an equilibrium to exist are that
satisfy

l - a)
In such an equilibrium
n, > 0,

t>2.

Growth necessitates perpetual minting and generates real government purchases of
/;:
£ N ^A
g, = aii, - ^,-\) >0.
This is an 'anti-Gresham's Law' equilibrium because full-weight coins and
under-weight coins circulate and have identical market values.

^^ Equation (7) and the government budget constraint imply that «, = y{i, — c, — anjp,)
v(|?i — c,) — [xz^]"/. Solving this equation for «, gives the equation we report for n,.

=
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Type 2 equilibrium: 'quantity theory' with no melting or minting
When (T > 0, there is room to construct other 'anti-Gresham's Law' equilibria in which neither melting nor minting of coins ever occurs. Such equilibria have
Pt e ((1 -(j)y,y)

nil ^^ f^o

V?> 1

mo
Evidently, such an equilibrium exists if {fno,{ii}'^[)
satisfy
Pv'{^t+\)it+\ < v'{it)^t and y{l — a) <^ <y. Full-weight and under-weight
coins coexist, and bear values that exceed their intrinsic values as metals.
Type 3 equilibrium: melting of full weight coins at date to only
Here is an anti-Gresham's Law equilibrium in which a more or less permanent reduction endowment at to causes a once and for all drop in the
money supply as full-weight but not under-weight coins are melted. Suppose
that Wo, {^t}^x' ^' and u satisfy all of the conditions implying existence of a
type 2 equilibrium for all t except to. Suppose further that mo/^to > y- Then
there is an equilibrium with
w,

g, = n, = ni = f4 = 0, t
lUt = mo

for / < ?o - 1

(14)
mt=mta

t>to

Ct = it,

' / to.

All equilibrium conditions are satisfied if
mov'{mo/y)
y^to

and
y{l-(j)
hold.

(15)
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Type 4 equilibrium: pt = y with melting offull weight coins
In this equilibrium, /?, = y,n, = n" = gt = 0. The household's budget constraint implies w, = y^t, and the cash-in-advance constraint at equality implies mt — yct+\. Therefore, c,+i=(^, V<>1 and ci = ^"'mo. Feasibility
implies c,^-! = ^,+i-|-y~'/ff+, V f > 1, and so we must have df,^\>y
[<^r-<^(+i] > 0 , V«> 1. We also require dfo> mo - y^i =/^ >0. Evidently, existence of such an equilibrium requires that/o, {(^J^i, and y satisfy
3ft-\ > y[^t-\ - <^r] > 0 V; > 1 and Sfo > mo — yt,\ > 0. The former condition, in turn, can be reduced to

1=0

Finally, the cash-in-advance constraint is binding at all dates if
liv'{^t+\) < v'{^t) and Pv'{^i) < v'{mo/y) are satisfied. These conditions
clearly require that the endowment never increase, and that it must asymptotically shrink at a rate which is not too rapid. Thus, only declining
economies can experience a perpetually shrinking stock of commodity
money. The decline must not be too rapid if inflation is to be avoided.
Economies satisfying the conditions of a type 4 equilibrium display a
'qualified version' of Gresham's Law: 'good' money is driven out, but so
slowly as never to be completely displaced.
Type 5 equilibrium: Gresham's law with monetary fiat components
In this Gresham's Law equilibrium, 'bad' (under-weight) money drives out
'good' (full-weight) money: for t > 2, only under-weight coins are in circulation. Here there are two possibilities; we describe one now and the other in
the next section. In this section, we focus on equilibrium with
Ae()',y/a); t> 1.
(16)
Only under-weight coins circulate after t = \. These coins have a 'fiat component,' in that their monetary value exceeds their intrinsic value.
When (16) holds, we have /^=5fo,^l'; = 0 V f > 1, n, = 0 V; > 1, and
^ = 0 V o l . Hence /n, = wi = MO + 0 - ^)/o, V? > 1.
Proposition 1. There exists an equilibrium satisfying (10) at equality and (16)
V < > 1 ifl"

K ( y / a ) ^ , / h + (1 - ^)/o]; t>2,
Kr'/no/i^i+^r'/o] <l/a,

(17a)
(17b)

and
y, t>\,

(18a)
(18b)

hold. If such an equilibrium exists it has
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ct = ^t\t>2,
.
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(19a)
(19b)

J5i='«o/[^i+<5y-'/o],

(20a)

P2=[u, + {\-d)f,]/i2,

(20b)

Pi+x/pt = ci/ci+x ; t>2.

(20c)

The date t = 1 version of equation (17) requires that
7(^1 + dfo < mo
y^i+dfo>amo.

(21a)
(21b)

7^1 < ( l - ^ ) / o + Mo
7^1 > (a - <5)/o + awo.

(22a)
(22b)

Rewrite (21) as

Proposition 1 describes an economy in which Gresham's Law operates.
'Bad' money drives out 'good' money, but 'bad' money circulates at a value
exceeding its intrinsic value. Proposition 1 also states conditions under which
a commodity money system will display a 'closed economy version' of the
quantity theory. In particular, economies with type 5 equilibria have a
constant money supply (after the first period), and prices that fluctuate to
reflect movements in income.
In order for a type 5 equilibrium to exist, endowments must fluctuate
within a range defined by equation (17a). The tightness of this range depends
on how badly depreciated under-weight coins are (that is, on the size of a).
The larger is a, the less likely is it that any economy can obey both Gresham's
Law and this particular 'closed economy' version of the quantity theory (see,
for example, equations (17a) and (21)). Thus, a governs the 'leeway' in the
quantity theory referred to by Friedman and Schwartz. For small enough
values of a, this leeway can be ample.
Type 6 equilibrium: 'Gresham's law' without a fiat component of value
In equilibria of this type, under-weight coins 'drive out' full-weight coins,
and the value of under-weight coins is simply their intrinsic value. In these
equilibria, commodity money lacks a fiat component.
For under-weight coins to circulate at their intrinsic value, it must be that
p, = y/a; t> 1.

(23)

Then clearly /t( = (5/o, n, = 0 V? > 1, and ^ = 0 V< > 2 all must hold. As
before, we consider only equilibria where the cash-in-advance constraint
binds at each date.
Proposition 2. There exists an equilibrium in which (23) and (10) at equality
hold at each date ifl"
^c-x>^t:t>2,
(24a)
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liv'(ii)

(24b)

t>l,

(25)

(a-<5)/o + aMo>7'^i.

(26)

v'(Q>liv'(i,+i);
and
If such an equlibrium exists, it has

c, = (ay~')wo
t>\.

(27a)
(27b)

Proposition 2 asserts a sense in which only relatively poor, stagnant
economies can support Gresham's Law equilibria with no fiat component.
Condition (26) requires that ^, not be too large, and (24) requires that the
endowment not grow.
In a type 6 equilibrium, Gresham's Law obtains along with an 'open
economy version' of the quantity theory; the exchange rate between goods
and silver is effectively fixed, and the money supply adjusts endogenously to
changes in income. However, since only melting (exporting) occurs, such an
equilibrium is inconsistent with endowment growth.
Debasement
We model a debasement as a 'surprise' once-and-for-all decrease in bs at time
^ > 1, leading to an increase in y from an initial value y to y. We let
(f,,u,),{f,,ii,) be the stocks of old and new full-weight and under-weight
coins, respectively, for t > to. The money supply for i > to is

m, =f,-\For t > to, only new full weight coins can be minted. We assume that for
t < to — l,f, = ii, = 0. We will confine ourselves to a particular example in
which f, = 0 and M, > 0 for all t > to. Ii ii, > 0 holds for t > to, then not all
old coins are melted down as a result of the debasement.
Type 7 equilibrium: a noninflationary debasement
We now construct an example of a debasement at to which potentially raises
seigniorage revenue, but that results in no inflation. In order to construct
such an example, we assume that the economy is in an initial equilibrium
with pj=y/a, n, = i4 = fJ." =9,=0, c, = ^, = ^, and m, = (y/a)!^\/t
'^ to — \.^'^ Ait — to, the government engineers a surprise debasement, setting
bs < bs, and choosing 4 so that y(l - a) = y/a. We then describe conditions
under which there is a post-debasement equilibrium with m, = (y/cx.)^, c, = £,,
and/7, — y(\ — a) — y/a. V t > to. Thus, consumption, the price level, and the
total money stock are unaffected by the debasement. Nevertheless, as we will

^* We have already encountered some examples that would produce this situation.
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show, there can be some recoinage, and the government can raise revenue via
the debasement.
Since^,ji_i = y/a, clearly/,„_! = 0. Let fi"^ be the quantity of underweight
coins melted at to\ in order for the money supply to be unchanged we must
have «,„ = fx"^. Moreover, equations (3) and (7), plus the fact that/,D_i = 0,
imply that
Since g,^ = an,^/p,^ — y^^X), we then have that

f^l = -[Y^Yl + <y/yK-

(28)

Clearly, satisfaction of (28) requires that fi"^ = 0 or
(!-.)=!.

(29)

But (29) is exactly the condition under which y(l — a) = y/a.
Clearly, then, the quantity of recoinage in this example is indeterminate;
it can lie anywhere in the interval [O, (y/a)^] at t = to. Parenthetically, the
same statement is true at all subsequent dates. Thus, not only is the total
amount of recoinage indeterminate; its timing is as well. Of course, the
quantity and timing of recoinages here affect no aspect of an equilibrium,
except for the sequence {gi}'^,^.
Rolnick, Velde, and Weber [23] pose as a puzzle that various historical
debasements resulted in substantially different volumes of recoinage and
seigniorage revenue for the government. As this example illustrates, our
model can produce this pattern as an equilibrium outcome.
Horsefield ([16], pp. 48-50) describes a recommendation for recoinage in
a Report to Parliament by William Lowndes that conforms to a Type 7
experiment. Lowndes calculated in 1695 that although under-weight silver
coins weighed about 51% of full-weight coins, they traded at 80% ofthe value
of full-weight coins. According to Horsefield, Lowndes "therefore recommended a devaluation by 20%. This would stabilize the price of silver at
approximately the current level.... Lowndes claimed that creditors would not
be penalised by such a devaluation
The only exception to this general
benefit would be the rare individual who had been able to contract out of
losses hitherto by insisting on payment in full-bodied coins."^^

government rejected Lowndes's recommendation, and instead accepted John Locke's
advice to remint at government expense coins accepted at tale in payment of taxes. See
Horsefield ([16], pp. 61-62). Horsefield ([16], p. 52) also has an interesting account of Isaac
Newton's reasons for supporting Lowndes's proposal.
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Equilibria with a = 0
Type 8 equilibrium: 'anti-Gresham's law'
In this 'anti-Gresham's Law' equilibrium, full-weight and under-weight coins
coexist, and have identical market values. Thus 'bad money' (under-weight
coinage) fails to drive out 'good money' (full-weight coinage). Under-weight
coins have a 'fiat component' because their monetary value exceeds their
intrinsic value.
In equilibria of this type,
P, = y \ t > \

(30)

must hold, as must fi" -\-1 = 0. Proposition 3 describes other features of such
an equilibrium.
Proposition 3. Suppose that (30) holds and that the cash-in-advance constraint binds at each date. An anti-Gresham's Law equilibrium exists iff
fMo,

(31)

(-2

Y,^'^,_,_, + 5'''ux ; t>2,
>;Si;'(<^,+,); ' > 1 ,

(32)
(33)

and

v'[y-'mo]>liv'{ii)

(34)

hold. If such an equilibrium exists, it has cx = 7~'/no and
ct+x = ^ , ; t > ' i -

(35)

Proposition 3 describes some conditions under which Gresham's Law
fails: under-weight coins do not 'drive out' full-weight coins at any date. In
addition, Friedman and Schwartz's [14] 'small open economy version' of the
quantity theory is satisfied; the exchange rate between dollars and (newly
produced) silver is 'fixed,' and m, = y^,, V ? > 1. Thus the money supply
adjusts endogenously to variations in income in order to maintain the 'fixed'
exchange rate.
For these features to be observed in equilibrium, equations (32) and (33)
require that income not decline too much between any two periods. Thus,
proposition 3 rules out rapid declines in income if a fixed exchange rate
version of the quantity theory is to be observed and Gresham's Law to be
violated.
Equations (31) and (22a) imply that no economy can have both a type 8
and a type 5 equilibrium. Also no economy can have both a type 8 and a type
6 equilibrium. This follows immediately from equations (31), (26), and a < 1.
Similarly, no economy can have both a type 5 and a type 6 equilibrium. This
fact follows from a comparison of equations (22) and (26).
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Type 9 equilibrium: 'gold points' and 'the affair of the quattrini'
In this section, we describe an equilibrium in which the price level satisfies
7
if n s odd
yjoi if t is even.
If we interpret the 'melting' of silver as the shipping of specie abroad by a
small open economy, and 'coining' as selling goods abroad in exchange for
currency, then (36) describes a situation in which the domestic price level
oscillates between 'specie import and export points.' Alternatively, we can
retain a literal intrepretation of coining and melting. If we do so, equations
(12) and (36) imply that coinage occurs in odd periods, when the price level is
low. There is no coinage (and some melting) in even periods. So the price
level will not rise until after an episode of coinage is completed. This is
consistent with Cipolla's [6] account of 'the affair of the quattrini.'
In particular, equations (9) and (36) imply that M" = 0; t odd,
n, = 0; t even, and ^ = dft-\\ t even.
Proposition 4. Suppose there exists an equilibrium satisfying (36) and (10) at
equality V ? > 1. Define x, = {y/a){a^t - ^,_i). Then this equilibrium has
fx=y^i-{l-S)fo-^io

(37a)

(r-3)/2

/,= ^[_^(l-a)/a]V2, + [-^(l-a)/a]('-''/y,; ^ odd, t>3.

(37b)

1=0

In addition
ci = y^'/no
( odd
+ r"' [^(1 - a)/a]/,_i ; t even, t > 2.

(38a)
(38b)
(38c)

Such an equilibrium exists iff the values /, given by (37) satisfy /, > 0,
(r/a)(a<^, - ^t+x) > (^/a)/r ; t odd, t > 1,

(39)

and
t)'[r''wo] >ai?t;'(a<^,)

(40a)

av'{ait-x) > liv'[{Ua) + r"' [^(1 - a)/a]/,_,] ; t even

(40b)

v'[{^t-x/o^) + r ' [<5(1 - «)/a]/,-2] > apv'ia^t) ; < odd , ^ > 1. (40c)
Equation (40) is required in order for the cash-in-advance constraint to bind
at each date.
Proposition 4 describes conditions under which there are periods when
'good' money is driven out, followed by periods in which it is not. In addition, the price level fiuctuates between 'import and export' points in a
manner driven by a combination offfuctuationsin the (endogenous) money
supply and the (exogenous) pattern of endowments. Equation (39) asserts
that this pattern is necessitated by sufficiently large fiuctuations in income.
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Thus, economies with price levels that recurrently bounced between import
and export points under a gold standard should, according to our model,
have experienced relatively large incomefluctuations.^^'^^
We now present an example of an economy with a type 4 equilibrium, an
economy with the strong seasonal typical of the U.S. in the late 19th century.
An example
Suppose that
if t is odd
^ (^2 if ^ is even ,

'

and that x,=xx = {y/a.){(x^i - (^2) > 0 for t odd. In addition, assume that
S/a<l. Then / , > 0 V ; and (39) are satisfied ifl"
«o

(41)

and
(42)
both hold.2^ (40b) is satisfied if
av'{a^,)>pv'i^2/oc),

(43)

and (40c) holds ifl

)

'[

]

]

(44)

Type 10 equilibrium: melting as consumption smoothing
We can construct an equilibrium of a temporarily declining economy in
which, for a time, stocks of under-weight silver coins are being melted as a
device to smooth consumption. The price level stays at its upper bound until
the endowment process stops shrinking, after which it falls enough to dissuade consumers from further melting.
Let

^* Under a closed economy interpretation, a type 9 equilibrium displays recurrent cycles of
(potentially substantial) minting, followed by no minting whatsoever. Challis ([4], pp. 694-695)
presents figures showing that something closely approximating this pattern occurred in minting
in Great Britain even in the late 19th century.
•^' Ricardo ([21], p. 245) advocated a paper-backed-by-gold money to avoid the waste involved in
recurrent meltings and mintings.
^* Under the assumed endowment pattern, equation (39) reduces tox\ > {5/a)f, ; (is odd, t>\.
(A.14) reduces to / , = jr, - [5(1 - a)/a]/,-2. Since d < x, clearly (39) is satisfied at all dates.
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for

t>T

We work backwards from date T. Given a p€{y,y/a),
we set
c, = <^, = I, ^ > r with S, > 0 and choose HJ^_^ to satisfy fXf_^ = mr-x = p<^For date T — 1, we setp^ = (y/a) and select a cr-i to satisfy the following
two inequalities:
V'(CT-X) > p

L

v'U)

(45a)

P
and
fiT-x = " r - 2 - W7--1 > 0.

(45b)

Equation (45a) implies that the cash-in-advance constraint is binding at
T - \, while (45b) implies that melting occurs at that date. Since (10) is an
equality, our assumption on the price level process implies that (45b) is
equivalent to
(46)
If Piy/o(.)/p < 1, then it is possible to select a value CT-X > ^ satisfying (45).
We must then, of course, set mr-x = uj-x = P^, which requires that

Resource feasibility then obligates us to set
^T-x

=CT-X

-

Having obtained CT-X and ur-2 = "r-i + / ' r - i ^^ this way, we can move
backward one period and find CT-2 and /i^_2 in the same way. We can
continue in this way, finding a sequence {^t}l=x^ and a value wo that supports
the desired equilibrium.

A digression on direct storage of silver
Suppose that we let households store non-negative amounts of raw silver,
denoted st >0 between / and t + I, and that raw silver does not depreciate.
This would alter the feasibility condition (7) by adding (t>~\st - st-\) to the
left-hand side, and the household's budget constraint (11) by adding
Pt(t)j\st-\ — Si) to the right-hand side. To the other first-order conditions of
the household would be added the following Euler inequality for holding raw
silver:
PPt,x
Pt+\

Pt+2
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Notice the timing. The workings of the cash-in-advance constraint imply that
raw silver carried between t and t + 1 permits consumption to be transferred
from period t+ I to / + 2.^^
Apparently, 5, = 0 in a type 8 or type 6 equilibrium whenever the cash-inadvance constraint is binding. Alternatively, it is possible to construct
equilibria of a model with silver storage in which pt 6 (y, y/a) V /, so that no
melting or minting occurs; and in which consumption smoothing is entirely
effected via accumulation and decumulation of silver stocks. Such an equilibrium can be constructed by a method like that used to construct our type 5
equilibrium.
4 A bimetallic economy
Consider an economy identical in all respects to the one above, except that it
is bimetallic. There are now two metals that can be coined, say gold and
silver, and we assume that all coins circulate by tale. We let ^s{4>g) be the
quantity of ounces of silver (gold) obtained from one unit of the consumption good, and as before we assume that the process of producing each metal
is reversible. The government specifies two mint parameters, bs (bg), stating
how many ounces of silver (gold) constitute a full-weight dollar coin. We
continue to assume that there are two types of coin (of each metal); full- and
under-weight. An under-weight silver (gold) coin has a metallic content equal
to a fraction a^ {ag) of a full-weight coin. In each period a fraction
\ - ds{l - Sg) of previously full-weight silver (gold) coins become underweight. We let/)•'(//) denote the number of full-weight silver (gold) coins in
circulation at ? - in each case measured in dollars - and Mj(Mf) denotes the
number of under-weight silver (gold) coins in circulation at t, again measured
in dollars. We define y^ = (pg/bg and y^ = (jyjbs.
We modify the government budget constraint to a{n^ + «J) = ptg,, where
CT > 0 is the common seigniorage tax rate applied to new coinage of silver and
gold coins. Since coins circulate according to their face value we have

«J + Mf.

(47)

In addition let «J(nf) be the quantity (in dollars) of newly-minted - and hence
full-weight silver - (gold) coins at t, and let yttf (/xf*') be the quantity of fullweight coins melted at the same date. Similarly, let fif{n"^) be the dollar
value of under-weight silver (gold) coins that are melted at t. The evolution of
the stock of silver and gold coins is described by
f^ = Ssf^_, + n't - l4'

(48a)

^' This discussion presumes that raw silver experiences no depreciation. It is straightforward to
assign non-monetary silver a depreciation technology like that we have given monetary silver,
with a depreciation factor d^ > 5, and to attain a weight equal to a fraction a^ > a of its original
weight. Of course, with &„, <\, this weakens the motives for storing raw silver.
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u^,^{l--d,)f^_,+u^,_,-fir
/ / = V;-i+«f-Mf'
u^ = {l-S,)ff_,+ul,-(i1'.

(48b)
(48c)
(48d)

The choice problem ofthe household remains the same.The problem ofthe
firm is modified: thefirmchooses a list of sequences {nj, nf, i4\ f4^, H"^, PL"^]
to maximize profits now defined as

+(1 -p,y-'M

- f4<') + {p,a,y;' - \)nr

(49)

The firm maximizes one-period profits subject to the constraints
«f,<>0

(50a)

f4'e[o,dj^_,], f4'€[o,sj^_^]

(50b)

«f_, + (l-^,)//_, >/^r'>0
uU+{l-d,)f^_i>Hr>0

(50c)
(5Od)

In any equilibrium where the money stock is positive at each date, the
following conditions are implied by the combination of 'no-arbitrage' requirements and (2):^"
max[(yja,),{yg/ag)] > A > (1 - a)max[y,,yg]; t > 1.

(51)

The firm sets
«f=0

if (I-a)yg<p,

(52a)

«J=0 if(l-ff)y,<p,

(52b)

f4" = M,U i f 7 , < A

(52c)

f4' = Ssf^_,

ifys<P,

(52d)

.^r^ = 0 i{yja,>p,

(52e)

^r = 0 if7>, >A-

(52f)

Goods market clearing requires that

c, = i,- y-' («f -14') - y ; ' « -14') + Wf^7 + a.y; Vr (53)
hold in each period.
We shall assume that a = 0, and begin by also assuming that
y , > ys-

(54)

that boundedness of the right side of the firm's profits imply that Pi > {I - a)y, (for
otherwise the firm could reap unbounded profits by coining silver coins in unbounded amounts),
and similarly p, > (1 - a)yg.
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Equation (54) asserts that silver is not overvalued at the mint. Then there are
three possible configurations of parameters that govern the kinds of equilibria that can occur.
Case 1. Suppose that
ygl<^g > ys/<^s >yg>ys-

(55)

Then if yg/otg > p, > ys/f^s holds at date t, the only money in circulation
consists of underweight gold coins. If y^/a^ > Pi > 7^, there exist underweight gold and silver coins in circulation at t. There are no full-weight coins.
Finally, if p, = y^ there potentially are full-weight gold coins in use as money,
as well as under-weight gold and silver coins.^'
Equihbria withp, = y^,(^ 7^) display one version of Gresham's Law while
violating another. Because silver is 'under-valued' at the mint, it is never
coined. In this sense the over-valued metal is the only one that can actively be
minted. However, under-weight gold and silver coins circulate side-by-side,
so that under-weight silver coins need not be displaced by gold. Jevons [17]
asserted that Gresham's Law might apply to full-weight but not to underweight coins in this way, and gave some examples that he believed illustrated
this possibility.
We can construct economies that possess equilibria with each of these
configurations at some date. For example, the construction of equilibria with
p, = ygV t > I mimics the construction of type 8 equilibria in section 3
(except that full-weight silver coins are melted at / = 1). It is also possible to
produce economies in which p, and the composition of the money supply
vary through time. The construction of such economies mirrors the construction of type 4 equilibria in section 3.
Case 2. It is also possible that
yg/cig >yg>

ys/<^s > y.-

(56)

If yg > ys/ocs holds, then p, e [yg,yg/ag] V? > 1. After period 1 only gold
coins can circulate in this economy. Here, in contrast to Jevons (1918),
Gresham's Law applies both to full-weight and under-weight coins.
Case 3. Suppose that
7 . / a . > yg/<^g >yg>

ys-

(57)

If yjas > p, > yg/ag, then only under-weight silver coins circulate at t.
If yg/iXg >p,> yg, under-weight gold and silver coins can circulate at i, although there can be no full-weight coins at that date. The existence of any
full-weight coins at t requires p, = yg.
It is possible, under (57), to produce economies with
P\ = yj'^s

^' There can be no full-weight silver coins in circulation unless y, = y .

(58a)
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Pt = yg\ t even

(58b)

p, = y^/p; t odd,

(58c)

where p is a constant satisfying
ag> p> a,yg/y,.

(59)

We refer to this as a 'type 11' equilibrium. Type 11 equilibria display periods
(here even periods) where gold is coined and, in subsequent periods, all the
remaining full-weight coins are melted. By construction, all coining and
melting is confined to one metal. Such equilibria possess two of the properties discussed by Cipolla [6]: inflation does not occur until after recoinages
are 'complete', and an economy can go through cycles of recoinage that
affect only a subset of the coins in existence. In the appendix, we construct an
economy with a type 11 equilibrium.
5 Conclusions
Study of commodity money systems entails several issues that do not arise in
the analysis of a fiat money system. One must consider how monetizing an
object with some intrinsic value aflects its market value. In addition, there are
issues concerning depreciation, token coinages, and whether coins circulate
according to weight or tale. In bimetallic systems, the relationship between
mint ratios and the intrinsic (or market) values of various metals must be
considered, and Gresham's Law lurks as an issue to be confronted.
We have shown that monetizing an object may or may not raise its
market value above its intrinsic value, and have described some conditions
under which Gresham's Law will operate as well as conditions under which it
will not.
Other topics also deserve more attention. One is the operation of an
international commodity money regime. A second is the possibility of convertible paper currencies, and a third is the effect of commodity money
systems in economies with production.
Appendix
A. Proof of Proposition 1
Since n, = i4 = fi" = 0, V« > 1, equation (7) implies that c, = ^,;t > 1. In
addition, «i = fi"^ = 0 and f/y = Sfo hold. Hence (7) also implies that
cx=^x+
Sy-'fo.
Furthermore, since m, = mx = UQ + {I - 6)fo V ? > 1, (10) at equality
implies that p,Ct = pt+xCi+\ V / > 2. Thus (20c) holds. At t = 2 we have
P2C2 =P2^2 = mx, delivering (20b). At t = l,pxcx = px[^x + <5y"'/o] = ^o
holds, yielding (20a).
The cash-in-advance constraint binds at date t iff
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x)

(A.I)

is satisfied. (19), (20), and (A.6) imply that (18) must hold in order for (10) to
be an equality at all dates.
It remains to demonstrate that (17a) must hold. (17b), of course, follows
from substituting (20a) in (16). For (17a) note that p,c, = p,i,, = m\ =
MO -I- (1 - S)fo holds V ^ > 2. Hence, for t > 2,p, = [UQ + (1 - S)fo]/^,. Substituting this into (16) yields (17a). D
B. Proof of Proposition 2
Equations (8), (11), (23), and the fact that «, = /zf = 0 V ; > 1 imply that
mt=pt^,

= {y/a)^,; t>2.

(A.2)

Then (10) at equality implies c,+i = ^,;t > 1. Similarly, the date t = I version
of (10) at equality gives ci = (ay"')/Mo. Hence (27) holds. Moreover, (25)
must hold in order for the cash-in-advance constraint to bind at each date.
Equation (7) and n, = i4 = 0,t > 1, imply that
atx1 = y{c,-i,y,

t>l.

(A.3)

Then /i)' > 0, t>2, iff (24) holds.
For t = I, equations (7), (27a), «i = 0, and |/^ = Sfo imply that
cin"i = a/no - «5/o - y^i.

(A.4)

Hence /t^ > 0 holds iff
( a - ^ ) / o + aMo>Ki.
This completes the proof. D

(A.5)

C. Proof of Proposition 3
Equation (10) at equality, equations (8), (11) and (30), and ii" = 0 imply that
m, = yir,t>l.

(A.6)

Equation (10) at equahty implies that
m, =p,+ic,+i = ycf+i; t > 0.

(A.7)

Hence (35) and C] = y~^mo hold.
These observations imply that (33) and (34) must hold in order for the
cash-in-advance constraint to bind. The other requirement of an equilibrium
is t h a t / , > 0, V / > 1. Since m\ = yi\,f\ > 0 requires m\ = y^i > u\, or that
T^i > Mo + (1 — '5)/o- But this is just equation (31).
To derive (32) note that
u, = M,_i + (1 - 5)/,_i = M,_, + (1 - ^)(/n,_, - «,_i); t>l.

(A.8)

(A.6) and (A.8) imply that
M, = ( 1 - ^ ) K , _ , + , 5 « , _ , ; / > 2 .
The solution to (A.9) is

(A.9)
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(-2
^'^-x-i

+ S'-'ui;

t>2,

(A.IO)

(=0

where ui = MO + (1 — ^)/o- But then m, = yCt > u, is equation (32). D
D. Proof of Proposition 4
Equation (10) at equality implies that c\=y~^mo. Then, from (7),
n\ — fjf^ = y^i — mo. This is feasible iff «i — /rj > —Sfo, equivalently, iff
y'^i>(l-<5)/o + «o.

(A.ll)

In odd periods (9b) and (36) imply that li" = 0. Hence, from (8), (11), and
(36), mt = pt^t = yit', f odd. (10) at equality and (36) imply that
OT, = p,+\Ct+i = {y/a)ct+i; t odd. Hence (38/?) holds.
To obtain (38c) note that equations (8), (11), (36), and /ff = 5ft-\; t even,
imply that
mt = {y/oC)^t + [-5(1 - a)/«]/,-i; t even.
(A.12)
(A. 12), (10) at equality, and (36) then yield (38c).
The evolution of / , is obtained as follows. f\ = dfo + n\ — /f[
= ^/o + yi^x - mo = y£,\ - {\ - 5)fo - Wo, as given in (37a). Eor t odd, ^ > 1,
we have / , = 5ft-\ +nt - f4, and /,_i = 0 if < is odd and / > 1. Therefore
f4 = 0, t odd, t > 1, and / , = K, holds V t odd, / > 1.
These observations and /i" = 0, / odd, along with equation (7) yield that
nt = y{it-ct);

t odd,t>\.

(A.13)

Now use (38c) and n, = / , {t odd,? > 1) in (A.13) to obtain
/ , = (r/«)(a^, - ^t-x) - m - oc)/ot]ft-2=xt - [S{1 - a)/a]/,_2; / odd,/ > 1.
(A. 14)
The solution to (A. 14) is (37b). Eeasibility requires that / l > 0 and ft >0,t
odd, / > 1 hold, with / , as given by (A. 14) for / > 1.
Equation (7), n, = 0, and /if = <5/(-i; t even, imply that
afil = y{ct - it) - «5/,-i = y{oci,-x - Q - ^ft-x; t even

(A.15)

holds, where the last line of (A.15) follows from (38b). Hence, (39) implies
li"t > 0, V ?.
It remains to show that /i" < (1 — S)ft-x + W/-i; i even. To see this, use
(A. 15) to write the equivalent requirement that
+ut-,
= \d{l-a)/a]ft^i+mt-x
= [(5(1 - a)/a]/,_i + y^t-x; t even.

^ ' '

Since /,_i > 0 V ?, (A. 16) is obviously satisfied.
Einally, equations (36), (38), and (A.I) yield (40) as the condition that
must be satisfied in order for the cash-in-advance constraint to bind. D
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E. Construction of an economy with a 'Type 11' equilibrium
We now construct an economy that has a type 11 equilibrium in which the
cash-in-advance constraint is binding at each date.
Since n';' = /i"* = 0; t even, (49), (58b) and (10) at equality imply that^^
m, =p,^, = yg^,; t even.

(A. 17)

Then (10) at equality and (58c) imply that
c,+i = p^,; (even.

(A. 18)

Since there are no gold coins in odd periods il4^ — Sgf^_^, fi"^ =
(1 — dg)ff_^\ t odd), and since new silver is never coined, we have
w, = M^; ?odd.

(A. 19)

Hence, from (10) at equality and (58b),
'

(A.20)

Since / , 1 | = 0 for all even values of t, we have ^^ = 0, t even. Thus, from
(53) and our previous observations,
y;'«f = ^t-c,

= ^,-

7~'M^;

t even.

Thus n^ >0,t even, requires that

hold.
In odd periods (with t > 1) we have n^, = n^ = ^4^ = uf = 0, while
l/^ = bgfl, = bgn^ = 5g[yg^,_, - u\] > 0; t odd, / > 1

(A.22)

/^r = (1 - '5,)/f-, = (1 - <5,)«f_, = (1 - Sg)[yg^,-i - u\] > 0; t odd,t>

1.

(A.23)
In addition, in odd periods (with / > 1), (53) implies that
-y-\f4' + o^yM7) = ^,~c,.

(A.24)

Therefore, (A. 18), and (A.21)-(A.24) imply that
[Sg + ag{l-Sy)][y~'u\-^,_,]

= ^,-p^,_u

iodd,;>l.

(A.25)

It remains to derive the equilibrium value for u\. By definition,
u\=ul

+ i l - ds)f^ - uf = M^o - fiT>

(A.26)

since all full-weight silver is melted at f = 1. Furthermore /t(^ = 5gf^ and
l/^3 = (1 - §g)f9 + iil hold. (10) at equality and (58a) yield ci = (a^7;')mo.
These observations and (53) then imply that

" Note in particular that /;' = 0 V r > 1, and hence //f = 0, ( > 1.
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If the value u\ given by (A.27) is positive and satisfies (A.21), then we may
substitute this value into (A.25) and solve for p. If the solution satisfies (59),
we have constructed an economy with the desired equilibrium.
It is easy to produce parameter values that yield the desired outcome. For
example, let
1 - [<^sys^jmo

g g^o ^

^0

(A.28)

hold and in addition suppose that

- ' '3,T

,

o; t odd,? > 1

(A.29)
^

'

Then (A.21) holds if ^^ > 7^'"o- ^^^e impose Sg = I, then (A.25) reduces to
p = [io + L-yg^ti\]/^,.

(A.30)

Then (59) holds if
ag > [^0 + ^e - y^'"'ll/'^e > '^syg/ys- •

(A.31)
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